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GIF ASIA 2018 WELCOMED SPEAKERS FROM:
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Innovation is always going to be a risky business – currently 85% of new CPG 
launches fail within 2 years (Nielsen), but given failing to innovate is an even 
bigger risk in today’s age, what if we could reduce that waste by even 10%? 

The inaugural Global Innovation Forum Asia (March 2018), chaired by Brand 
Genetics, brought together innovators from a wide range of leading 
businesses to share ways to innovate smarter, better and faster. 

Speakers and attendees shared innovation experiences, challenges, anecdotes 
and learnings. From this wealth of learning Brand Genetics has distilled six 
key learnings to help guide you in the constant battle to deliver innovation
with less waste and a greater chance of success.

HOW TO INNOVATE 
SMARTER, BETTER, FASTER



ASIA: A CATALYST 
FOR INNOVATION
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Asia continues to grow fast (5%+): by 2025 its 
middle class is predicted to be bigger than that 
of Europe & N. America combined. 

It’s a region of extremes - already home to 
60% of millennials, by 2030 Asia will also have 
60% of the world’s elderly. The wealth gap is 
expanding as well: two billionaires are created 
every week in China alone, but the region is 
home to nearly half the world's poorest people.

THE BRAND GENETICS TAKE: 
Asia is a region full of opportunities, challenges 
& contrasts that act as catalysts for innovation. 
The extremes – alongside a population that’s 
willing to to experiment – means companies 
can’t but help to be innovative. 



IT’S TIME TO RE-IMAGINE 
YOUR INDUSTRY
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To stay ahead of disruption companies must 
question whether the category they operate in 
today will be relevant to people tomorrow.

With the advent of driverless cars, BMW is 
reinventing itself as a mobility solution provider 
(not a car company); Citi is shifting its model 
from offering banking to providing financial 
advice. To avoid obsolescence even big brands 
must reconsider the benefits they deliver.

THE BRAND GENETICS TAKE: 
Consumers are increasingly finding new ways 
to solve their ‘jobs to be done’. Ask whether 
your ‘category’ will still be the best way to 
address these needs and what assets and 
expertise you have that remain relevant



PROBLEM DEFINITION IS 
CRITICAL TO SUCCESS
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Instead of rushing to find solutions, traditional 
Chinese Medicine places great emphasis on 
accurate diagnosis – this approach seems to 
extend into innovation success too.

We learnt how we must first define the problem 
– breaking it down into its most basic parts to 
understand it clearly. Then explore whether the 
problem is real & important for your target. It’s 
only when you have a problem with ‘high 
potential’ that you should proceed to solutions.

THE BRAND GENETICS TAKE:
Sometimes you have to slow down to go fast –
as in Chinese medicine, taking the time to 
accurately define the problem you want to 
solve will save a lot of wasted time & effort



FOCUS ON ENABLING 
REAL HUMAN GOALS
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To stop creating things people don’t need and 
don’t want, but instead solve real needs, we 
heard how it’s critical to shift from product or 
service focused to human centered innovation.

So stop thinking along product lines and start 
thinking about human-centric solutions. 
Understand what the ultimate consumer ‘goal’ 
is – their ‘job to be done – and what defines 
emotional and functional success; then figure 
out how you can better enable that goal.

THE BRAND GENETICS TAKE:
Start by understanding your audience’s bigger 
human motivations, then the opportunities for 
your brand / business to be enablers of those 
goals and base your brief on this.



THINK ‘LEAN’ TO 
ACCELERATE SUCCESS
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‘Lean Startup’ thinking was a consistent theme 
– a recognition that we live in a world where 
everyone has access to information; instead 
competitive advantage comes from how fast 
you can convert that information into action.

Testing a ‘minimum viable product’ means 
identifying the fundamental assumptions at the 
heart of a solution and finding the cheapest / 
quickest way to learn about market fit. 

THE BRAND GENETICS TAKE:
The ‘Lean Startup’ model – an iterative test & 
learn approach – is the only strategy for 21st 
century business to innovate with the pace 
and efficiency the age of disruption demands



FOSTER A CULTURE 
OF CREATIVITY
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Finally, a key recurring theme was how 
creating the right internal culture – a diverse, 
curious team, empowered to act and willing to 
fail smart – is critical to successful innovation.

Equally, we saw how it’s key to be open to and 
actively facilitate partnerships. Whether with 
start-ups (as Unilever Foundry showed), social 
enterprises (as Ikea shared) or even potential 
competitors – they all represent ways to bring 
new thinking, skills & perspectives into the fold. 

THE BRAND GENETICS TAKE:
Creativity flourishes when we go beyond our 
own core skills and start bringing in new ideas 
from the periphery and beyond: ensure your 
business is open to new thinking. 
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6 ROUTES TO SMARTER, BETTER, FASTER INNOVATION
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WHERE DOES YOUR NEXT GROWTH 
OPPORTUNITY LIE?
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Brand Genetics is a global insight & innovation agency. 
We have a proven ability to help our clients understand what people 
want next in order to identify new opportunities for growth.

We do this by first understanding the deeper human motivations 
driving your audience’s behaviour – including the things people won’t 
or can’t say themselves; we then evaluate their current and emerging 
opportunities to define the direction of change, and finally we identify 
how you can better enable your audience to achieve these goals. 

Get in touch with us if you want to:

HOW BRAND GENETICS CAN HELP YOU 

Define and 
understand 

new wants & 
needs shaping 
your business

Identify growth 
opportunities 
and provoke 
new thinking 

Create 
innovative 
products & 

propositions 
that enable 

human goals

Make smarter 
decisions 

about how to 
stay relevant 
in the future



A DIVERSE TEAM OF INSIGHT & INNOVATION SPECIALISTS…
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Our team of innovators have a diverse range of expertise &  experience – inc. behavioural science, market research, R&D, 
advertising, design etc. This helps us look at challenges from a variety of perspectives to see opportunities others don't



WORKING WITH LEADING BUSINESSES…
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Since 1996 we have worked with blue-chip companies across a wide range of categories including FMCG, 
alcoholic & non-alcoholic drinks, personal & health care, luxury goods, and the media



ACROSS THE WORLD…
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Our work takes us from London to Lagos, Manhattan to Mumbai, Singapore to Shanghai
As well as offices in London and São Paulo, our carefully chosen local network gives us global reach 

and our experienced central team ensures consistent excellence

Argentina • Australia • Brazil • Canada • China • Colombia • Egypt • France • Germany • India • Indonesia • Ireland • Italy • KSA • Japan •
Mexico • Nigeria • Poland • RSA • Russia • South Korea • Spain • Thailand • Turkey • United States • United Kingdom •  Vietnam



TO DELIVER INNOVATION SUCCESS
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Understanding the 
emerging needs and 
category dynamics of 
non-alcoholic beer via 
mulit-lens research to 

guide ABInBev’s
market entry and 

development strategy

Helping a healthcare 
client understand child 
nutrition – inc. parent-
child feeding dynamics 

in order to develop 
NPD platforms and 

ideas, to guide future 
product development 

Creating a no-sugar 
cola innovation 

pipeline, with next 
generation innovation 
platforms, and the two 
highest scoring cola 
product concepts in 

PepsiCo history

Prototyping an 
immersive ‘House of 
the Future’ consumer 
insight experience to 
help Air Wick build its 

technology roadmap to 
for home air care in a 

connected world

THE FUTURE OF 
HEALTHY BEER

THE FUTURE OF 
KIDS NUTRITION

THE FUTURE OF NO-
SUGAR COLA

THE FUTURE OF AIR 
CARE TECHNOLOGY
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Tom Ellis
tom.ellis@brandgenetics.com
+44 (0) 7815 896 098

24 Fitzroy Square   |   London W1T 6EP   |   UK   | www.brandgenetics.com

Andrew Christophers
andrew.christophers@brandgenetics.com
+44 (0) 7967 175 623

IF YOU WANT TO UNCOVER YOUR COMPANY’S NEXT GROWTH 
OPPORTUNITY PLEASE GET IN TOUCH:


